
IX.—PHILOSOPHICAL PERIODICALS.

PHILOSOPHICAL REVIEW. Vol. vi., No. 4. K. Albee. ' Hume's Ethical
System.' [Hume " was the first to hold the utilitarian doctrine in its unmis-
takable form and at the same time to admit and defend the altruistic
tendencies of human nature-".] M. W. Cmlkins. ' Kant's Conception of the
Leibniz Space and Time Doctrine.' [" Kant's misunderstanding is only to
be explained by the reflexion that he knows only or mainly the corrupt
Wolffian form of the Leibniz doctrine, which teaches that extended matter
and composite bodies are made up of monads lying as it were side by side."]
O. H. Judd. ' Wundt's System of Philosophy.' [A clear popular account
of some points in the System. The object of idea; the three stages of
knowledge ; natural science as conceptual, psychology as perceptual; the
two kinds of transcendent ideas; substance and cause; parallelism and tele-
ology. Wundt's system is best described as a ' critical realism'.] J . D.
Zjogan. ' The Aristotelian Teleology.' [Aristotle reconciles necessity and
finality " in finding, by way of the essential relation of form and matter, or
the idea of immanent teleology, both principles equally valid for the philo-
sophical interpretation of the cosmic process ". The Platonic teleology;
misapprehension of Aristotle by Darwin, Lewes, Romanes; Aristotle's
idea of immanent teleology paradoxical, because he determined its sig-
nificance empirically.] Discussion. B. I. Oilman. 'Mr. Santayana's
iEsthetics.' [Defence against Logan; critique of use of 'value' and
' natural selection'.] Reviews of Books. Summaries of Articles. Notices
of New Books. Notes.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW. Vol. iv., No. 4. Gt.BI.8tr at ton. 'Vision with-
out Inversion of the Retinal Image,' i. [Continuation of experiments re-
ported in vol. iii., No. 6. Glasses wom for parts of eight days; record of six.
Summary to follow.] W. M. Urban. 'The Psychology of Sufficient
Reason.' [Necessity has two, sufficient reason three terms. The middle
term is imagination, which in every case shows two sides: an effect or
force-side, and ideas held together by immanental relations. A theory of
selective accommodation in the higher sphere might then read thus:
' Reaction of organism to environment is not directly upon stimulus, but
indirectly through ideal complexes standing for external reality. These
imitate reality, in that they are the result of imaginations which gather
past experience together under the teleological criterion of reproduction
of past reality-feelings. AV of them tend to motor expression in will acts,
i.e., in accommodation. Some such expressions are right, others wrong;
and so the selection works.' But what of logical relations among ideas ?
Are ideas useful ? " The whole of truth rests upon utility which goes back
to the psychological affective Bide; its parts, however, upon analytical
and logical necessity." The difficulty ceases when both terms are reduced
to the primal imagination.] C. H. Judd. ' Some Facts of Binocular Vision.'
[Criticism of Hyslop (vol.».), with new experiments. All results " furnish


